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Abstract
Model checking is a major approach in ensuring software cor-
rectness. It verifies a model converted from code against some
formal properties. However, difficulties and programmers’ reluc-
tance to formalize formal properties have been some hurdles to
its widespread industrial adoption. Also, with the advent of com-
mercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components provided by third party
vendors, model checking is further challenged as often only a bi-
nary version of the code is provided by vendors. Interestingly, lat-
est instrumentation tools like PIN and Valgrind have enable execu-
tion traces to be collected dynamically from a running program. In
this preliminary study, we investigate what can be done with model
checking tools when code, model and properties are not available
and the only available input is execution traces. Specifically, we
combine studies on learning automata from traces and learning
temporal properties from traces. The preliminary study suggests an
automatic way to discover bugs using model checking tools when
only execution traces are available.

1. Motivation and Basic Idea
Model checking verifies a form of automata (Buchi [2] or Prob-
abilistic [8]) against some temporal logic properties. The model is
usually extracted from code [3] or drafted manually while the prop-
erties to be verified are usually given by the user. Besides ensuring
absolute correctness, model checking has also been used in finding
bugs [7]. The latter is the focus of our study.

The difficulties and programmers’ reluctance in formulating a
set of formal properties have been some of the barriers to the
widespread adoption of model checking [1, 9]. Adding the fact that
software changes throughout its lifespan [13], the model checking
process is further challenged. As a system changes and features
are added or removed, there is a constant need to add, modify or
remove properties to ensure the effectiveness of model checking
in finding bugs and ensuring software correctness. Hence, a tool
to automatically extract or infer program properties as a program
changes over time is desirable [1].

Commercial Of-The-Shelf (COTS) components are compo-
nents purchased from third party vendors to reduce software devel-
opment time and effort [21]. Due to the market demand to develop
large software solutions fast, COTS components have become com-
monly used in the industry. With the advent of COTS components
provided by third party vendors, model checking is further chal-
lenged as often only a binary version of the code is provided by
vendors. Interestingly, latest instrumentation tools like PIN [20]
and Valgrind [23] have enabled execution traces to be collected
from running program dynamically without the need of a source
code. It is certainly desirable to have a tool that can automatically
learn a model either from a binary code or traces for model check-
ing purpose.

Recently, there have been active interests in mining program
specifications from traces (e.g., [1, 18, 24, 16, 19]). Two types of
formal specifications are often mined: automata [1, 18] and Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL) [10] rules or properties [24, 16, 19]. Let

us refer to the two approaches asautomata-based and rule-based
specification miningrespectively1

In [1], Ammons et al. learn an automata expressing a speci-
fication of X11 Windowing Toolkit library from traces. We have
extended the above work in [18] in order to improve the accuracy,
scalability and robustness of the mining process. In [24], Yanget al.
learn a family of two-event LTL rules (e.g., 〈lock〉 → 〈unlock〉)
from traces. We have extended the above work in [16, 19] to mine
a family of LTL rules of arbitrary lengths from traces. Each of the
mined rules has the following format: “Whenever a series of events
pre occurs, eventually another series of eventspost will occur”.
The rules correspond to two families of frequently used LTL prop-
erties for model checking [4].

Comparing studies on automata-based and rule-based specifica-
tion mining, we observe the following:

Automata-based specification mining learns aglobal model
of the input traces while rule-based specification mining
extractstrong propertiesobserved in the traces.

From the above observation, we propose a novel approach to
combine the benefits of learning automata (i.e., the model) and
rules (i.e., the properties) from traces and integrate them into a
model checking framework. Our purpose is bug finding and is
based on the assumption made by Engleret al. [5], namely, bugs
usually correspond to deviant behaviors. Simply put, if a program
behaves in one way 99% of the time and the opposite 1% of the
time, the latter is potentially a bug.

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents our
novel end-to-end mining-model-checking framework. Section 3
discusses related issues on learning models from traces. We finally
conclude and present some future work in Section 4.

2. End-to-end Framework
Our end-to-end mining-model checking framework is shown in
Figure 1.

We start with a set of test cases and a program. The program
can then be instrumented by various approaches. Java class files
can be instrumented using Java Runtime Analysis Toolkit [11] (c.f.,
[24, 18]). Binary C files can be instrumented using Executable Edit-
ing Library [12] (c.f., [1]) or Kvasir [22] (c.f, [6]). Latest instru-
mentation tools PIN [20] and Valgrind [23] has enable execution
traces to be collected dynamically from a running program.

Running an instrumented code over the test cases will generate
a set of execution traces. A trace can be considered as a sequence
of events, each corresponding to: a statement that is executed or a
method that is invoked, etc. Traces can then be abstracted to a level
of interest. Abstraction takes a trace and converts it to a sequence
of symbols from an alphabet. Two or more similar events can be
represented as or unified to the same symbol. Some events can also
be ignored as non-interesting ones.

For example, one might be interested in the orderings of method
calls and would like to verify these. Non-method calls recorded

1 The terms come from two previous studies in [17, 1].



during the trace generation process can then be removed. One can
also choose to ignore non-interesting behaviors (e.g., calls to a
method writing to a log file). Furthermore, one can unify method
invocations of object instances of classes belonging to the same
inheritance hierarchy to the same symbol. One can also abstract
away, group together or consider in detail parameters passed to a
method when it was called.

After the abstraction process, we obtain abstract traces and it
corresponds to a multi-set of sequences of symbols. These ab-
stracted traces can then be fed to the model generation and prop-
erty extraction processes. The result is a model in the form of an
automata and a set of strong LTL properties observed in the traces
ready as inputs for model checking. A strong property is one that is
observed frequently and with a high confidence (see [16, 19]). The
set of LTL rules minable by our technique proposed in [16, 19] can
be represented in the Backus-Naur Form (BNF) as follows:

rules := G(prepost)
prepost := event → post|event → XG(prepost)

post := XF (event)|XF (event ∧XF (post))

Model checking will verify the generated model against the
LTL rules. It will either confirm its verification or return a counter
example identifying a potential bug.

3. Discussion
Aside from addressing situations where the source code is unavail-
able (as is the case with COTS components), generating model
from traces also has its own forte.

Models extracted from traces are especially suitable for captur-
ing behaviors of user-input-dependent programs. Also, the model
can focus on a behavior of interest, rather than on all possible be-
haviors a code might exhibit. The model will also tend to be smaller
and faster to check. Many programs are not built from scratch,
rather often they are adapted (via copy and paste) from existing pro-
grams [14]. After several chains of adaptations, it is highly likely
that many paths in the program although remaining feasible are
never executed. Models generated from code can be very large, in
an experiment using Bandera [3], generating a model from 37 lines
of Java code produces more than 200,000 lines of model code [15].

Models extracted from traces included runtime information that
would otherwise be unavailable from code. Due to inheritance and
polymorphism, actual methods called at times can only be known
during runtime. Of course, in most cases, values of parameters
passed to a method can only be known during runtime. Aliasing is
a hard problem to solve with static analysis; however, information
on which address a pointer points to is available during runtime.
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Figure 1. Proposed Mining-Model Checking Framework

One can also find bugs by comparing the traces themselves to
the mined properties. However, the model learned from the traces
is preferable as it can be used to further characterize the context
where a bug occurs. Hence, not only the buggy trace but also the
set of other potentially buggy traces can be revealed.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this preliminary study, we have proposed a novel framework that
allows model checking to be performed in the absence of code,
model and properties. Both the model and the set of properties are
extracted by learning an automata model and a set of strong LTL
properties from traces. A novel end-to-end framework starting from
a program to the identification of potential bugs have been pro-
posed. In [17, 18], we have shown case studies and experiments on
mining models from traces. In [16, 19], we have shown case studies
and experiments on mining bug-revealing properties from traces.
Due to the space limitation, we refer interested readers to the above
papers for more details. We plan to investigate the practicality of
this unique approach to model checking through further case stud-
ies and experimentation, and through improving the accuracy of
learning models and mining more complex temporal properties.
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